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Introducing
Trumpwifhat
The latest sensation in the meme token galaxy,
taking the Binance Smart Chain by storm! In
a world filled with ordinary tokens,
Trumpwifhat emerges as the beacon of
innovation and humor, promising not just a
ride to the moon but a journey filled with
laughter, satire, and unparalleled community
spirit. Get ready to be part of a revolution
that merges the world of cryptocurrencies
with unmatched meme magic. Trumpwifhat
isn’t just a token; it’s a movement, embracing
the fearless spirit of crypto enthusiasts and
meme lovers worldwide!



UNIQUE
FEATURES

Unlike any other meme coin that has graced the
digital realm, Trumpwifhat stands out with its bold
approach and unique angle. Here’s why Trumpwifhat

isn’t just another meme in the crowd



Satirical Geniusors

Inspired by the quirky and unpredictable nature of
political figures and their iconic moments,
Trumpwifhat brings a fresh wave of humor that’s
relatable yet remarkably untapped in the crypto space.

Community-Driven Initiatives

Trumpwifhat places its community at the forefront,
with governance models that let holders decide the
future trajectory of the meme coin, from charitable
donations to creating and sponsoring viral meme
content.

Innovative Use Cases

Beyond laughter, Trumpwifhat incorporates practical
utility, blending the worlds of NFTs, decentralized
finance (DeFi), and meme culture to create a token
that’s both fun and functional.

Environmental Consciousness

In a unique twist for meme coins, Trumpwifhat
commits to carbon-neutral transactions and supports
initiatives aimed at reducing the environmental
impact of blockchain technology.

Global Meme Competitions

Trumpwifhat transcends traditional tokenomics by
introducing global meme competitions where creators
can earn rewards for crafting the most viral,
humorous content. It’s a platform where humor is
currency, and creativity is king.



Trumpwifhat is more than just a
meme token; it’s a
groundbreaking venture that
redefines what a digital
community can achieve when
humor, innovation, and a shared
vision come together. Join us on
this audacious journey to not
only make history in the crypto
universe but to redefine the
essence of meme culture and
community-driven success. With
Trumpwifhat, every holder isn’t
just an investor; they’re a
pioneer at the frontier of the
next big meme revolution.

TRUMPWIFHAT TOKEN USECASE



NFT
Marketplace

Integration

Trumpwifhat is not just about
trading tokens; it’s about
creating and trading value in
the form of NFTs. The token
integrates with a dedicated
NFT marketplace, featuring
limited edition memes, digital
artwork, and collectibles
inspired by global political
satire.

Decentralized
Finance (DeFi)

Features

Trumpwifhat incorporates DeFi
functionalities like staking and
farming, allowing token
holders to earn rewards while
supporting the ecosystem’s
growth and stability.

Charitable
Contributions

A portion of transaction fees
is allocated to charities
chosen by the community,
ensuring that every trade
contributes to a greater cause
beyond the digital world.

Governance
and Voting

Rights

Holders of Trumpwifhat have
the power to influence
decisions regarding the
project’s development, from
future partnerships to funding
allocations for community-
chosen initiatives.



ROADMAP

Idea, Website creation, Creating
trumpwifhat NFTs, Creating Contract,

Whitepaper Preparation,
MarketingProject Launch, Token

Distribution, and Initial Exchange
Listings.

Phase 1 (Q1 2024)
Pinksale Whitelist Presale, Pancakeswap

Launch, Ave and Dexview #1 Trend,
Dextools and Dexscreener TOP 10,
Moontok-CNToken-BSC Trends,

Coinmarketcap Fasttrack, CoinGecko
Fasttrack, 1500 Holders Platform

Optimization, Community Governance
Implementation, and Marketing

Initiatives.

Phase 2 (Q2 2024)



ROADMAP

Idea, Website creation, Creating
trumpwifhat NFTs, Creating Contract,

Whitepaper Preparation,
MarketingProject Launch, Token

Distribution, and Initial Exchange
Listings.

Phase 3 (Q3 2024)

Tier 1 CEX Listing, Airdrop for
Community, Aggressive Marketing,

10.000 HoldersGlobal Expansion, Cross-
Chain Compatibility, and Continued

Innovation.

Phase 4 (Q4 2024)



THANK YOU


